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The Christoffel functions ,1,,(dll) associated with a general nonnegative measure
lion [RJ are studied. The asymptotics of /1" (d/1) are derived for /1 supported on
[ - I. I]d The estimates of A" (d/1) are used to study the summability of the multi
variate orthogonal polynomials associated with /1. The pointwise convergence of the
partial sums of the orthogonal expansion. and their (C I) and de la Vallee Poussin
means are considered. ,(" !(NS Al.:ademic Press, Inc

I. INTRODUCTION

Let No be the set of nonnegative integers. For k = (k I' ... , k,,) E N~ we
write Ikl = k] + '" + k". For 12 E No we let [J~ be the set of polynomials of
total degree 12 in d variables, and let II" be the set of all polynomials in d
variables. For a nonnegative measure j1 on {R" with finite moments, we let
{P~} Ikl ~ 11 :.~ (p where kEN ~~ and p~ E [J~, be a sequence of orthogonal
polynomials associated with j1 in d variables. For a function f E L~/I' the 12 th
partial sum of the orthogonal expansion of f is defined by

,,-1

SII(dj1,j, x) = L L a~' P~'(X),
m=O (kl=m

a~l=f f(y)P~'(y)dj1.
1R:d

The reproducing kernel of these multivariate orthogonal polynomials,
denoted by KII(d,u, " .), is

,,-1

KII (dj1, x, y) = L L P~'(X) P~'(y),
m=O ]kl =rn
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It serves as an integral kernel of S" (df.1J). The Christoffel function,
denoted by A" (df.1, . ), is defined by

,1,,(df.1, x) = [K,,(x, xl] ~ '.

The purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of this func
tion and the pointwise convergence of S,,(df.1,f) and its first Cesaro mean.
While for the asymptotics we will restrict f.1 to a class supported on
[ - 1, 1] d, in general the measure is restrained by some conditions, but
kept general otherwise.

For d = 1, the Christoffel function, usually denoted by I." (drx), plays a
significant role in the study of orthogonal polynomials of one variable. One
important property of the Christoffel functions states that

lim nl." (drx, x) = nrx'(x)( 1 - x 2
) 1/2

11- .... ,x
for a.e. x E [ - 1, 1] ( 1.1)

for measures rx belonging to Szego's class, i.e., log a' (cos t) E L' [0, 2n] ([ 9,
Theorem 5]). For the historical accounts concerning (1.1) and other
properties of A" (drx), we refer to [2] and an extensive survey [11]. The
summability of orthogonal polynomials with respect to a general measure
rx on IR has been studied quite extensively. The order of A,,(drx, x) as 11 goes
to infinity is an important quantity in such a study, as demonstrated in the
work of Freud (cf. [2, II]). For example, suppose [nl.,,(drx,x)] 'is
bounded on a set .d, then for a function.r in L5x the first Cesaro means of
the orthogonal expansion of f converge almost everywhere to .r on ,1.

Moreover, the de la Vallee Poussin sums of the partial sums SddrxJ) con
verge to IE C with the same speed as the best polynomial approximation
from fl" (cr. [2, Chapt. 4] and [11, Sec. 4.4]).

Compared to the univariate results, the theory of multivariate
orthogonal polynomials received comparatively little attention in the past.
In fact, although many systems of orthogonal polynomials in several
variables were known and studied for years, there are only a handful
papers in the literature devoted to the study of the general theory. We refer
to [I, Chapter XII] for the results before 1953, [4, 10, 13] for the develop
ment up to 80's. One of the major difficults lies in the fact that for each 11

there are (" + ~ ~ ') linearly independent orthogonal polynomials of degree n
in d variables which causes problems in ordering and in notation. Recently
a vector notation has been introduced in order to overcome this difficulty
(cf. [5, 6, 14-19]). Using this vector notation, many properties and
theorems of orthogonal polynomials of one variable have been extended
to multivariable, including the three-term relation, Favard's theorem,
Christoffel-Darboux formula, Jacobi matrices, and many others. Important
applications of this general theory are also found in the area of Gaussian
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cubature formulae. We refer to [14-19] and the references there. However,
the present paper seems to be the first one dealing with the summability of
multivariate orthogonal polynomials in general. We shall start with
estimates of ,1,,(dj1, x) in Section 3. For j1 that has compact support and
subject to certain restraints, we have the order of A(djl} as 11"- Naturally,
a much stronger and highly desirable result would be the analogue of ( 1.1 )
for multivariate orthogonal polynomials. The limit relation (1.1) is usually
proved by the use of Szego's theory, which is established for complex
orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle. The application of Szego's
theory on orthogonal polynomials of a real variable is carried out through
the so-called *-transform, which plays a central role in the theory. While
part of Szego's theory can still be extended to the setting in several complex
variables, nonetheless, our attempt to extend the *-transform in several
variables has failed. The failure makes us believe that the extension of
Szego's theory to several variables is difficult, if possible at all. As a conse
quence, the usual method of proving ( 1.11 is not available at present time.
Fortunately, a method in Freud [2] for orthogonal polynomials of one
variable uses only real variables, which we shall extend to the multivariate
setting. The measures are subject to certain additional restraints, but are
still quite general. For one class of measures supported on [ -I, I r, we
are able to establish in Section 4

rr" r.. /~I-, ~I0 I' . fN I
2"'(X)V -xlv! -Xi=(: Imln "A,,((j1,x)
2 Il-X

=(: lim sup NIlAII(djl, x)

=(: 2"rr 2 W(x))1 -xf)1 - x~. (1.2)

for almost every x in [ - I, I]", where Nil = dim n~_I' Although this result
may still hold for d> 2, a somewhat unexpected behavior of the reproduc
ing kernel of the product Chebyshev weight function has caused difficulties
that we have not been able to overcome. Because of the dependence of the
order of ,1" (dj1) on the dimension, our results on the summability of
orthogonal polynomials of d variables require stronger conditions on the
class of functions being approximated for larger d. For example, for d = 2,
the de la Vallee Poussin sums converge for functions in Lip/i, fJ> 1/2,
instead of functions that are merely continuous as in the case of d = I.
These results and others on the summability of multivariate orthogonal
polynomials are discussed in Section 5. Our proofs in this last part follow
a method developed for orthogonal polynomials of one variable (cf [2]);
its extension to several variables is made possible by using the formulas
developed in our recent papers, mainly [14, 15]. In the following section
we fix the notation and give the necessary preliminaries.

640 ~2 2-3
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2. PRELIMINARIES

Let .It(!Rd
) be the set of nonnegative measures fl on !R d whose moments

are finite, i.e.

where we have used the standard notation x = (x I' ... , x d ) and xk =
x1' ... X~I. Throughout this paper we denote by ex the measure on !R land
by fl the measure on !Rd. If ex is absolutely continuous, we write
drx = rx'(x) dx, and if fl is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure, we write dfl = W(x) dx, where W is the Radon
Nikodym derivative of fl. For convenience we always assume the measures
are normalized by Jdfl = I.

For fl E Jt(!R d
), let p~ (dfl) E Jl~ be the orthogonal polynomials with

respect to fl. For each n we arrange p~ according to the lexicographical
order of the set {k E N~: jkl = n}. Let '" =,~= dim Jl~ - dim Jl~_ ,. Using
vector notation

where the superscript T stands for the transpose and the elements are
arranged according to the lexicographical order, we can express the
orthonomality property of {P~ (dfll) by

where I is the identity matrix of size,,, x '" when m = n and zero otherwise.
For convenience, we call {IP' ,,(dfl)} ,~= 0 the sequence of orthogonal polyno
mials. Using this vector notation, the multivariate orthogonal polynomials
satisfy a three-term relation

I ~i~d,

(2.1 )

where lP'_ddfl) =0, lP'o(dfl) = I, and A".; and E",; are proper matrices of
dimension '11 X '11 + I and '" x , '" respectively, A _ I, i is taken to be zero,
Together with a rank condition on A", i this relation characterizes the
orthogonality of IP'II (Favard's theorem [6, 14, 15 J). _

For a vector aE!Rd
, we denote by lal 2 the /2 norm, laI 2=Ja Ta. For a

matrix A, we denote by IAI2 the matrix norm induced by lal 2. In [15J,
using the spectral theorem of a commuting family of self-adjoint operators,
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we proved that sUPn;> 0 IAn. i 12 < CJ) and sUPn;>O IBn. il < w, 1~ i ~ d, if and
only if Il has compact support. One direction of this equivalence relation
can also be proved as follows. From the three-term relation (2.1) and the
orthogonality of iP>n' it follows that A".i=JxjiP>n(dp,x)iP>;'+,(dp,x)dp.
Therefore, if Il has compact support and supp Il C [ - M, M] d, then by the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have

IA".iI2~(J Ix,/2/lP'n(dp, x)l~dllrz (J /IP',,+I(dll, x}l~dprz

~ M (J liP> ,;(dp, x) I~ dp )'2 = M. (2.2)

A similar estimate can be given for B".i= JX j iP>" (dp, x) iP>;,(dll, x) dll. Using
the vector notation, the reproducing kernel of multivariate orthogonal
polynomials takes the form

11-1

K,,(dp, x, y) = L iP>[(dll, x) iP>ddll, y)
k~O

and it has the property that gives its name

f P(y) K,,(dll, y, x) dll(Y) = Pix),
IT;ld

From the three-term relation follows the analogue of the ChristolTel
Darboux formula ([ 14])

K n(dll, x, y)

[A n, I. i iP> n(dll, x)] T iP>n_ I (dll, Y) - iP> ,;_ I (dll, x)[ A" - I.i iP>" (dll, y)]

Xi-Yi

(2.3 )

for I ~ i ~ d. Let L~II denote the space of Il-measurable functions for which

For fEL~I" we consider its multivariate orthogonal polynomial expansion,
which, in vector notation, is

x

f- I a[(dll,f) iP>ddll),
k ~O
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The vectors addjL,/) are called the Fourier coefficients off The nth partial
sum of this expansion, denoted by S" (djL,f), is defined by

11-1 ..

S,,(djL,j, x) = L a{(djL,f) IPk(dp, x) = j j(y) K,,(dp, X, y) djL(y). (2.4)
k =0 [PiJ

If II" is dense in L~I" then we have the Parseval identity

i: lak(dp,f)I~= J Ij(xl!"dp(x).
k ~ 0 [RJ

The Christoffel function is defined by

(2.5 )

A,,(dp, x) = [K,,(dp, x, x)] -I = l"I' IlPddJL, x)l; l -I (2.6)
k =0 J

It satisfies the following fundamental property ([ 14])

A,,(x) = 1'~~~_1 JRd jP(y)1
2

dp(y).

P(X,I= I

(2.7 )

For other general properties of multivariate orthogonal polynomials we
refer to [5, 6, lO, 13, 14--19].

Throughout this paper, for d = 1 and the measure :x E .II( IR 1 ), we write
K,,(d:x, x, y) and ",,(doc, x) for the reproducing kernel and the Christoffel
function of orthogonal polynomials of one variable. We use the letter L1 to
denote a set in either IR" or IR whose exact meaning will be given locally.
The constants in this paper follow the following rules. We use the letters c
and c l , c2 , ... for constant that depend only on the dimension d and other
fixed parameters, their values may vary from place to place. The letters M
and M l' M 2' ... denote constants that retain their values.

3. THE ESTIMATE OF THE CHRISTOFFEL FUNCTION

We consider a simple situation here; its corollary (Corollary 3.2)
nevertheless illustrates the behavior of A,,(x).

THEOREM 3.1. Let:x E Jf( IR I ) be absolutely continuous, and p E Jf( IR")
be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, dp = Wdx. If

"W(x) ~ C 1 n :x'(x;),
i= I

(3.1 )
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then

d

A,,(dfl,X)~CI I1 ),,,(dx, x,).
i= I

On the other hand, if
d

W(X)~C2 TI X'(X i ),

i=l

then

d

A,,(dfl, x) ~ C2 TI )'[I,,-I)/dj(dx, Xi)

i=l

211

( 3.2)

(3.3 )

(3.4 )

Proof Let dflo = Wodx with Wo(x) = n1~ I x'(x i ). Then the orthonor
mal polynomial P~(dflo), Ikl =n, is equal to Pk,(dCX)···Pk)dcx). Therefore,
by (2.7) and (3.1)

=c1l"f L [P~(dJlo,X)rl-1
m=llkl=m J

~ c, l"{ '" "tl
p~,(dex, XI)" ·pVdx, Xd) l-I

k,=l k,/=I J
d d

=C 1 I1 [K,,(dex,xj)]-I=CI TI A,,(dx, Xi)'

i= I i= 1

This proves the inequality (3.2). On the other hand, suppose (3.3) holds.
Let P, be a polynomial of one variable of degree at most n - 1, such that
p,(x) =1 and All (dx, x) =Jp~(t) dex(t). Let P =P,," 'Px,/E n~III __ I)' Then
P(x) = 1 and we have by (2.7)

d

=C2 TI A,,(dx, Xi)'

;=1

Since A" (fl) is nonincreasing, changing d( n - 1) to n proves the inequality
(3.4). I
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let~ E j/( [R' ) he ahsolutely continuous and supp ~ S;

[ - I, I]. Let f.1 E .II( [R") he ahsolutely continuous with respect to the
Lehesgue measure. If (3.1) holds and

I ~i~d, (3.5)

then

[n"A
Il

(f.1, x)]--' ~C5'

where C5 = c, I c~. On the other hand, if (3.3) holds and

(3.6)

(3.7)

then

(3.8)

where c6 =c2 (dc 4 )". Moreover, if (3.1) and (3.5), or (3.3) and (3.7), hold
uniformly on a set .1, then so does (3.6) or (3.8).

This corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 easily. Conditions (3.5) and (3.7)
have been established for many classes ofmeasures (cf. [2, 9] and the references
there). In particular, for measures in Szego's class, they follow from ( 1.1) for
almost every x in [ - 1, I]. If, in addition, 0: is absolutely continuous and ~' is
continuous and positive on an interval .1 c [ - 1, 1], then (1.1) holds uniformly
for x E .1 (cf. [ 11, p. 18]). Using these results, we can easily write down several
specail cases of Corollary 3.2. For example, for the product measure df.1 =
a/ix, ) ... ~'(x,,) dx on [ -1, I]", where a' satisfies the conditions for which
(1.1) holds unifotmly on .1, we have that (3.6) and (3.8) hold uniformly on ,1".

We shall not fomulate further consequences of Corollary 3.2 explicitly, instead
we consider several classical weight functions to illustrate the results. Let w(a. hi

be the Jacobi weight function, W(lI.hl(X) = X/( I -x)", a, h> -I, on (0, I). It is
known (cf. [11, p. 18]) that

for every x E (0, 1), and the inequalities hold uniformly for every closed
interval .1 c (0, 1). Let df.1 = W( x) dx.

EXAMPLE 2. W(x) = X(;I X~d( 1-Ixl )h, where Ixl = x, + .. , + x", on
the simplex Q = {x : x I ): 0, , x" ): 0, and 1 - Ixl ): O}.

EXAMPLE 3. W(x) = (1 -Ixl~ )h, where Ixl~ = xf + ... + x~, on the ball
Q= {x: Ix12~ I}.
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XE[-l,I],

The orthogonal polynomials for these three cases are introduced in con
nection with hypergeometric series of several variables (cf. [I, Chapter
12]). They are eigenfunctions of certain second order partial differential
equations, see [1] and [7] for the case d = 2. Let A c Q be compact and
the distance from A to the boundary of Q be positive. Since the only zeros
or singular points of W in these examples are on the boundary of Q, for
x E A we can use Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 by comparing W with the
function that takes the value I for every point in [ - 1, 1] d and zero out
side. This function is the product of copies of wlO

. 01, therefore, we have that
in all these cases, (3.6) and (3.8) hold uniformly for x EA.

4. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE CHRISTOFFEL FUNCTIONS

In this section, we prove (1.2) for a class of measures supported on
[ - I, IY OUf method depnds on a thorough investigation of the
reproducing kernel for the product Chebyshev weight function Woo In Sec
tion 4.1, we estimate the Christoffel functions A" ( Wo ). A compact formula
for the reproducing kernel K,,( Wo, " .) is given in Section 4.2, and used to
derive the estimates on K" ( Wo ). The main result on the asymptotics of the
Christoffel functions is proved in Section 4.3.

4.1. The Product Chehyshev Measure

We denote the classical Chebyshev measure by !Xo, which is defined by

, 1 1
!Xo=- ~'

n V 1-",:-

and zero outside [ - I, 1]. By the product Chebyshev measure on [ - I, 1] d

we mean the measure flo defined by dflo = Wo(x) dx where

1 d I
Wo(x)=OC~(Xl)"'OC~(Xd)=dTI~, xE[-I,I].

n 1= 1 V I-Xi

In the definition of OCo we already incorporate the factor n -- 1, so that the
integral of !X~ on [ - 1, I] is I. The orthonormal polynomials with respect
to :x o are

Tdx) = fi cos kO, k ~ I, X = cos O. (4.1.1)

We warn the reader that our definition of Chebyshev polynomials differs
from the usual one by a factor fl, since our T" are orthonormal with
respect to :Xu' It is easy to verify that the orthogonal polynomials with
respect to flo are given by

Ikl =n, (4.1.2)
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We need some properties of the reproducing kernel of aD,

11 -- I

KII(da O' X,)') = L Tdx) Td)'),
k~O

which we summarize in the following.

LEMMA 4.1.1. Let x = cos 0 and Y = cos ¢J, 0 ~ 0, ¢J ~ n. Then for 11 ~ 1

IKII(dao,x,y)I~4min{n, IO-¢J1 I} ~4min{n, Ix-YI- I} (4.1.3)

and

I sin( 2n - I ) () n
K,,(dao, x, x) =n--+--..,-. "~~2-'

2 L. Sill [7

(4.1.4)

This lemma can be proved by using the explicit formula of K" (dao )
which is available through the summation of trigonometric functions. We
refer to [2, p. 10 I, and p. 175]. The inequality (4.1.4) is stated in [2] for
n ~ 3, but the case n = I and 2 can easily be verified. The estimate (4.1.3)
will be used only in the next section.

From (4.1.4) one immediately has the following

lim n -IK,,(dao, x, x) = I, X E (-I, I),

which is equivalent to (1.1 ) for a o . For d> I, however, the nice forn1ula in
(4.1.4) is not available anymore. Indeed, even for d = 2 we are able to find
the explicit formula only after a tedious computation. We give this formula
in the following to explain the difficulties, but leave out the deduction.

PROPOSITION 4.1.2. Let d = 2, x = (x I' .\'2), and x I = cos 0, X2 = cos ¢J.
Then

Kn(dJlo, x, x)

=~ (n
2
-n+D

1 (Sin( 2n - I) () sin(2n. - I) ¢J)+- +-~..~-~
4 sin () sin I/>

1 (Sin2
(11- I) () sin2(n - 1) 1/»

+- . 2 f} + . 2",2 Sill SIll 'I'

+! (Sin n( (} + ¢J) sin n(!L-IjJ) + sin(n - 1)(0 + ¢J) sin(n - 1)( () - ¢J )).
4 sin(0 + 1/» sin( () - ¢J) sin(0 + I/> ) sin( () - I/> )
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Fortunately, to prove the limit relation analog to (1.1) for Wo, we do
not need the explicit formula of KII(d,uo), the following lemma is enough.

LEMMA 4.1.3. For n? I and x E !R",

(
n +d-I)KII(d,uo, x, x) = d + RII(x),

It'here R II satisfies the following properties

(4.1.5 )

jR,,(x)j ~cn"-l IT (I + I .2).'
;~I ~

and

XE( -I, I)" (4.1.6 )

J' IR,,(x)1 d,uu~cn"-Ilogn.
l - I. 1Jd

(4.1.7)

Proof We use induction on d. To indicate the dependence on the
dimension, we write K".,,(d!lo) and R II .,,= RIl' For d= I, we have by
(4.1.4)

I sin( 2n - I) 0
R II . , = -:2 + 2 sin 0

Clearly, for every x E ( -I, I), we have

The inequality (4.1.7) for d = I follows from the formula of R II. 1 by a
change of variable and the use of a well-known inequaltity

I j'''lsin(n-I/2)f}! iJ 3 4 1- . (( < + 7 og n.
n ° sm( Oi2) n-

(4.1.8 )

Assume now that the theorem has been proved for KII." _d d,uo)' For
xE!R", we write x=(x"x') where x'=(x2 , ... ,x,,). Moreover, let x 1 =

cos 0, 0 ~ (J ~ n. By (4.1.2) we find

" -1

KII.,,(d!lo,X,X)= I T;(xl)K II _J." I(d,uo,x/,x/).
J~O
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Therefore, by induction hypothesis, we can write

II I 0 f(I1-J+d-2) l
KII,d(dJlo,X,X)=j~O T;(x l ) d-I +RI1 -J,d-I(X')J

=(I1+d-2) 7",,,1 2 'J(I1-J+d-2)
I + - L, cos J{ d 1( -1 -

J~I

11---1

+ L T7 (.x I) R II j, d I (x' )
i~O

11- I (11 - J+ d - 2) "I ,(11 - J+ d - 2)
= j ~o d - 1 + j ~I cos 2JO d - I

II I

+ L T7(.x , ) RII-i,d dx').
i~O

Using the identity

which is known and can easily be proved by induction on 11, then we have

where

II-I (11- J+d-2) II-I
RII.d(X)=j~1 cos2JO d-I +i~O T7(x l )RII _j ,d_I(X')

:= II (XI) + I 2 (x)

We need to prove that R II , d satisfies both (4,1.6) and (4,1.7), Let

By induction hypothesis and (4.1.4), we have

n-l

II2 (x)[ ~ fBd I (x') I1 d
-

2 L TJ(x 1 )

j~O

~cB (X')l1 d- 2 (11-!+ I )~CB (x)nd 1'" d-I 2 ~ '" d
2 y I-'\1
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.. '" 1 II -- 1

j J II2 (XII dll o~ c j I. n(X I ) dxo(x l )
[-1,1) -lj~O

xJ' IR" j,d,(X'I! d,/o(X')
l 1, I Jd - I

" I
~c I (n-j)d-210g(fl-j)~cnd-llogn,

i~O

217

Therefore, we only need to show that II (x I ) satisfies the same bounds. The
estimates are based on the following observation, Let the kth Cesaro sums
of a sequence So, 'vI' ... be defined by

This notation of Sf is consistent with [20, p. 75]; it is used only in the rest
of this poof. Then

11 - I (fl - j + d - 2)
I~O cos jO d _ I = S~ I ({})

where S;; (fJ) is the nth Cesaro sum of the lith order of the sequence I,
cos 0, cos 20, '" Indeed, using the formula of Cesaro sums as in [20, p, 77],
this formula can be verified easily. We notice that our first Cesaro sum of
this sequence is just

I " I I sin( n - 1/2) 0
S,,_I(O)=Sll_d O)= k~O coskO=2+ 2sin(Oj2) .

From the definition of II' we have

11 - I . (11 - j + d - 2) (fl + d - 2)
II(xl)=j~OCOS2J(} d-l - d-l

d (l1+d-2)
= Sn - I ( 20) - d _ 1 '

Since (cf. [20, p. 77])

(
n + fi) nIlfi = T( Ii + 1) (1 + O(n -I )), (4.1.9)
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where r is the Gamma function, we only need to estimate I, (x 1 ) : = S:~ I (2(})
to conclude the proof. By the definition of the Cesaro sums, we clearly have

-I (I Sin(2k-I)(})IS;; l((})/~nd I max ISI(f})I~('/1d max +. .
0"; Ie ,,; " I 0", Ie ,,; " -- I sIn 0

In particular, we have

1/,(xl )1 ~ end- 1 (1 + 1 ,) ~ cn" I Bd(x),
vii -xI

and by (4.1.8),

" 1(1+ max ~j·1tISin(2k.--I)(lld'))
J 1/,(xI )1 df.1o ~ cn d

r.
[ I.I]J 0";"";" In 0 smO

~ cn d
I log n.

Putting the estimates of II, 12 , and I, together completes the induction. I
This lemma contains more than what we need to prove the limit relation

for A" ( ~Vo); the inequality (4.1.7) is for later use in Section 4.3. Using
(4.1.6) in this lemma we easily obtain the limit relation,

THEOREM 4.1.4. For d~ I, and x E (-I, I )d,

. (n+d-I)
}l~ d. A,,(df.1o, x) = I.

Proof From (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) we have

for every x E ( - I, I )". Therefore,

. I
hm. ( i ) Kn(d,llo, x, x) = I,
"~T n+{-l

d

which implies the desired result. I

4.2. A Compact Formula for the Kernel Function

In this section we derive a compact formula for the reproducing kernel
function K n (df.1o). This formula will be used in the following section, and
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is of interest in itself. For x E [ - I, I] d we use the notation x; = cos 0i' and
we denote by e the vector e = (OJ' ... , 0d), and cP = (<PI' ... , <Pd)' Moreover,
we use the notation cos e to denote the vector cos e = (cos 0 I ' ... , cos (I" ).

For x = cos e we define

"LI/(xj= 1..,

Ikl '" 1/ 1

cos k 10 I ... cos k )J", (4.2.11

where the notation L: ' means that whenever a k; = 0 the term containing
cos k i 0, is halved.

LEMMA 4.2.1. Let x, y E [ - I, 1y. and x = cos e and y = cos CPo Let [; he
a sign vector, [; E { - I, I} ", and denote by cP + De the vector that has
components r/Ji + [;;0,. Then

KI/(dll o, x, y) =
J: E; J. J i d

LI/(Cos(ct> + I:e)) (4.2.2)

Ifllere the summation is ot'('/' al/ c; E { - I. I} ".

Proof: From the definition of KI/( dll o ) we have

KI/( dp o. x, y) = 2'/ I' cos k 101 cos k I <P I ... cos k )J" cos k A ",
Ikl < 11-- I

Using the trigonometric identity

cos kO cos k4> = ~ [cos k(H + r/J) +cos k(O ~ 1»],

the desired identity follows easily. I
Next we establish a compact formula for the function LI/( x). For this

purpose, we need the following trigonometric identities.

LEMMA 4.2.2. Let 0,,; 0, <P"; n. Then

1/ I ( I)
k~:) cos kO sin n - k - '2 11

= sin t [ cos (n - ~) 11 cos ~ - cos (11 - ~) 0 cos ~1 '
2 cos 4> - cos 0

and

1/ I ( 1)
k~:' cos kO cos 11- k - '2 4>

[
. ( 1) A. . 4> . ( I) J . 0]

= cos t Sill n - '2 'I' Sill 2" - Sill n - 2: (Sill 2: .
2 cos 0 - cos 4>

(4.2.31

(4.2.4 )
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Proof These two identities are proved by using simple trigonometric
identities, we only give a sketch of the first one. We write

,,-I ( 1)
k~~ cos kO sin n - k - 2. 4>

( 1)" 1= sin n - - 4> If cos kO cos k4>
2 k ~(J

( I)" 1
-cos 11- 2. ¢J k~:J cos kO sin k¢J,

and use the sum of cosines and sum of sines to replace the products
cos kO cos k¢ and cos kO sin k¢. Then we use the well-known identities

" ) sin (n -Do
I cos kf) =---o
k~(J 2 sin 2.

" 1 cos ~ - cos ( n - ! ) 0
I sin kO = - 2

. 0
k~ 1 2 sm-

2

on the sums, which leads to an expression that can be simplified by the use
of the elementary trigonometric identities to the desired formula. I

THEOREM 4.2.3. For d> I, e E [0, rr y,

(4.2.5)

lvhere F" (0) = sin( n - 1/2) 0 for odd d, and Fn (0) = cos( n - 1/2) 0 for even d.

Proof We use induction on d. To indicate the dependence on d we
write L".d=L". For eE[O,rr]d+l, we write e=(ef,Od+l) with e'E
[0, 7t t. Our induction process is based on the following relation

tr-J

L". d+ I(COS e) = If cos kOd+ 1 L,,_ k. Acos e')
k ~(J

and the well-known fact that

sin (n -D °
L".dcosO)= ()

2 sin 2.

(4.2.6 )
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From these, using the identities in Lemma 4.2.2, we easily deduce that

221

and

( 1) ()I (1) 0,1 cos II - 2. OJ cos 2 - cos II - 2. O2 cos i
L".2(cose)=- () ()

2 cos I - cos 2

[ ( 1) 01
1 sin II - 2. 0 I cos '2 sin f} I

L" ~(cos e) = --
. . 4 (cos O2 - cos 0 I )( cos 0:; - cos 0 I )

. ( 1) 0, .Sill 11 - 2. O2 cos 2- Sill O2

+-------------
(cos 0 I - cos O2 )( COS (}:; - COS O2 )

(4.2.7)

Assume now that the theorem has been proved for L". I with r:::; d. We
prove it for L". d + I' First, suppose that d is odd. Using the relation (4.2.6),
the induction hypothesis. and (4.2.3), we have

L". d+ 1(d)1o, cos e)

{}i(. {} )"-2
(_I)[ld-I)/2 J " cos z sm j

= 2d
-
II n" .. (cosO.-cosO.)

1= I }= 1,1#1 ' .I

[
OJ. d--I ( 1)

_(_1)[1"-11/2] "COSZ(SIll.O;) cos 11-2.. 0;

- 2"I n"+1 .(cosO.-cosO)t=l J=I,I¢J I J

( 1) 0" + I " (sin 0 j )" - J ]
- cos 11 - - °,,+ I cos -- I d + J •

2 2 j = I n i ~ I. ; #i ( cos 0; - cos OJ )

(4.2.8)
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However, d is an odd integer, so the function g(x) = (1 - x 2 l("- 11/2 is a
polynomial of degree d - 1. Let x j = cos 0, and g[ x I' ... , X" ] denote the
finite difference of g based on XI' ... , X". We then have

"+1 (sinO,l"-1 "+1 (l_x2)ld 11/2

i~1 TI':: :',~j (cos OJ - cos 0, l = '~I TI':: L,#j (X j---- X,)

where the last identity follows from the fact that the dth finite difference of
a polynomial of degree d - 1 is zero. In particular, we have

d (sin 0 i )" 1 (sin 0d + I )d- 1

i~1 TI';:~.i~j(COSOj-COSOj)= -TI':~I (COS(J"+I-COSO,j"

Substituting this formula into (4.2.8) and uSing the fact that
(-I )[Id I 12J = ( -I )[d2] for odd d, we conclude the proof for the case
of odd d. The case of even d is proved similarly with g(x) =
(I_X2 )ld 21/2(I+x). I

We remark that this formula gives a compact formula for the reproduc
ing kernel of the measure tt o . Such a formula makes the investigation of the
partial sums of Chebyshev orthogonal expansion in several variables
possible. We intend to explore this formula in another place. For the
application in the following section, we need

LEMMA 4.2.4. For e E [0, nJ d,

{

I" 1 }IL,,(cos e)1 ~ min n", i" L o. (j, J. ( () _ (J)
i=l· (+ 'n' , IsIn -------- sIn --------'

) )
- i~l.j#} -

(4.2.9;

where i' can he taken as either i + 1 or i-I. Moreover, .Ii),. d = 2 and
eE [0, nJ2, we have

Proof From the definition of L", we clearly have

IL,,(cos ell ~ I
Ikl,;;" I

(
n +d-I) I1= ~n'

d
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where the last inequality follows from (4.1.9). From (4.2.5) we have

1 d (sinfJ.)d-2
ILlI(cosB)I~2d_1 I rrd I ' 0 _ 01"

i ~ I j = L j "" j cos I cos ]

223

The denominator can be rewritten by the use of the trigonometric identity

0·+0· 0-0
cos OJ - cos OJ = 2 sin~ siny.

Since OjE [0, n], it is easy to verify that

holds. Therefore, we can replace the sin OJ in the numerator by
sin( OJ + 0)'] )/2 in the denominator, which leads to the desired estimate
(4.2.9). If d = 2, then we obtain from (4.2.7) and elementary trigonometric
identity that

LlI. 2(cos B)

=! rcos nO I - cos n()2 + cos(n -I) 01-cos(n -1) 021
4 cos(}l-cos02 cosOI-COS02

[

. 0J-(}2. °1 +°2 . (}I-()' . . (}1+02]1 sm n --2- sm n --2- sm(n - 1) --2-- sm(n - I) --2-

=- + ,
4 . 01-(}2 . (}I +02 . 01-(}2 . 0\ +02sm --- sm --- sm --- sm ---

2 2 2 2

from which the estimate (4.2.10) follows readily. I

4.3. The Asymptotics of the Christoffel Functions

We extend the theorem in [2, p. 175] for orthogonal polynomials of one
variable to that of two variables and discuss what causes difficulties for
d> 2. Our proof follows the method in [2], but the results we obtain are
stronger than those of [2], see the remark at the end of the section.

THEOREM 4.3.1. Let jL= W(X)dxEj([-I, 1]2) and llo=Wo(x)dx.
Let the function U be defined by U(x) = W(x) WoI (x), X E [ -1,1]2 and
U( x) =°outside [ - 1, 1V Suppose for h such that 1h12 sufficiently small,

640 'Xl 2-4

f I
U( cos( B + h)) _ 11 dB ~ M log - fJ _1_

[0."]' U(cos B) Ihl 2
(4.3.1 )
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.f{Jr some fJ> I. Then for almost every x E [ - I, I] 2

2 2 [U(x)] 1 ~ l~~ i~f r(n ; I)J 1 K" (dfl, x, x)

~li~.S~pr(n;I)J IK,,(dfl,X,X)

~22[U(X)] I. (4.3.2)

Proof We shall start the proof for fl E clt( IR") and restrict to d = 2 at
the point when we have to use the special estimate (4.2.10). We shall dis
cuss the difficulties for d> 2 after we complete the proof of this theorem.
From (2.7), we have

K,,(d,Ll, x, x) = [A,,(d,Ll, x)] 1

P 2(x)
= max· 2
PEn~ ,I[ 1.IJdP(y)dfl(Y)

K;,(dll o, x, x)

By the reproducing property of K,,(dflo), we write the denominator of the
last integral as

+f K~(dllo, x, y)[ U(y) - U(xl] dJ.lo(Y)
[ -I. I Jd

= U(x) K,,(dflo, x, x) + U(x) J,,(x)

where

f 2 U(y) - U(x)
J,,(x) = K,Jdflo, x, y) U() dflo(Y)·

[ _I. l]d X

Thus, we obtain

U(x) K,,(dfl, x, x)? 1+ [K,,(dll
o

, x, xl] -I J,,(x)·
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Using the inequality

which holds for all real a, b such that a + b > 0, we obtain

U(x) Kn(dfi, x, x) ~ KI/(dfio, x, x) - JI/( x).

Therefore, let NI/=(I/+~-I), we have by (4.1.5),

U(x) K,,(dfi, x, x) ~ N" -IRI/(x)I-J,,(x),

which implies

225

(4.3.3 )

Let c + denote the positive part of a real number c, i.e., c + = c if c > 0, and
c + = °if c ~ O. Then, since NI/ = dim n~_I' and

, l I JJ 1-- U(x) Kn(ajl, x, x) dll o
[-1,1]" N n

• 1 •=J dfio--J KI/(dfi,X,x)dfi=l-l=O,
[ L l]d NI/ [- 1. I]J

we obtain from (4.3.3) and (4.1.7)

GI/:= f 11- ~ U(x) KI/(dfi, x, X)I dfio
[-I. 13d

1/

= 2 f [1- N
l

U(x) KI/(dfi, x, X)] + dfio
[ - 1.1]" "

~ 2 f IRI/(x)1 dfio +2- f IJI/(x)1 dfio
N" [-I.IJ" NI/ [-I.IJ"

log n 2'
~ c --+ - J IJI/(x)1 dfio·

n NI/ [-1.13"
(4.3.4 )

To estimate the last integral, we first estimate the integrand In(x}.
Changing variables from xj=cos(); and y;=cas¢>;, I ~i~d, we use the
formulae in Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.4. By (4.2.1) and Cauchy's
inequality we have readily

IKI/ (dfio, X, Y)1 2 ~ 2d I ILI/(cas( rp + [:(3 ))1 2
•

1: Ell, I l·J
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Therefore,
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Ij
. z V( cos (/» - V( cos e) I

IJIl(x)!= KIl(dflo,COSe,cos(/» V e d(/>
(0,,,)" (COS")

~2d L f ILIl(cos((/>+eew
f:EI-I.I}" (0,,,)"

I
V(cos (/» - V(cos e) I

x d(/>,
V(cos e)

Integrating against e and changing variables (/> = h - ee, we obtain

f JIJIl(x)ldflo~2df J L f J1LIl(coshW
(-1. I] (0, "J EE{ -1,1}" (-", "J

X IV( cos( h - ee) ) - V( cos e) Idh de
V(cos e)

~2ZdJ' \LIl(coshW
(O,"J"

x f IV( cos( e + h)) - V( cos e) Ide dh
( _ ", "J d U( cos e) ,

We define g(h)=log--PO/lhI 2) for Ih12~1 and g(h) bounded by 1 for
Ihl z> 2, Then we can use (4.3.1) in the last integral to obtain the estimate

(4,3,5 )

It is at this point we need to restrict ourself to d = 2 and use the estimate
(4.2.10) to conclude that

For this integral we change variables from h to u with

and
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We can use the inequality Isinu i /?(2/71)/u j l, O~ui~71/2, to replace sinu j

in the integrand by U j . Notice that 10g-P(1/t) is increasing for O<t~ I,
and Ihl 2~ J2 Iu1 2, we can replace g( h) by g( u). Enlarging the domain of
the integral we obtain

J. I' 'i'ol} 'i'ol}, IJ,,(x)1 dll o~ (' ,mm,n-, "2 mm n-, "2 g(u) duo
l '- 1]- 'M- u l ,u2

Splitting the integral over [R2 into the integrals over {lui ~ I/n}, {u l ~ I/n,
u2 ?- I /n}, and {u 1 ?- I/n, u2 ?- I /n}, we can estimate the last integral and
conclude that

J" IJ,,(x)ldllo~('n210g-l!n.
[ I. 1]2

Therefore, by (4.3.4) we have established

(
log n I) I

G ~(' --+ ~('.
" n (log n )I! (log n )/!

Since /i> I, we have

I G2, ~ (' L r -II < ex-.
r = 1 r = 1

Therefore, by Levi's theorem (cf. [4, p. 305]), we have

±II - _1_ V( x ) K 2' (dp, x, X) I< ex
,,~O N 2,

for almost every x E [ - I, I r. In particular, the terms in the summation
converge to zero,

lim 11 __1_ U(x) K 2,(d/l, x, X)I =0
r - -.I'. N 2,

for almost every x E [ - I, I Y Moreover, we have from (4.3.6)

I
I -.s( x) ~ - V( x) KJ' (df.1, x, x) ~ I +.s( x),

N
2

, -

(4.3.6)

where f:( x) -+ 0 as r -+ Cfj. Since K" (dll, x, x) is a nondecreasing function of
n, by choosing r such that 2" - 1 ~ n ~ 2", we obtain

V(x) K,,(dp, x, x) ~ U(x) K2'(dll, x, x) ~ N 2,(1 +.s(x))

~ N 2n (\ + e(x)).
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Since

we obtain

which implies
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(
2n+ 1), _I

N 2n = 2 =2-Nn(1+O(n )),

I
. 1 '}
1m sup - U(x) Kn(dp, x, x) ~ 2-
fl-~ f. N n

for almost every x E [ - 1, 1] 2. From this inequality follows the third
inequality in (4.3.2). Using

U(x) Kn(dp, x, x);? U(x) K 2, t (dp, x, x);? U(x) Kn2 (dp, x, x),

the first inequality in (4.3.2) follows similarly. I
For d> 2, one would naturally try to use (4.2.9\ in Lemma 4.2.4 to

estimate the integral in (4.3.5). By using an elementary inequality

f d} d
min t' i~1 ('i ~d;~1 min{a,ci}'

and the estimate (4.2.9), we obtain

a~O, ('i~O,

J" IJn(x)1 djlo
l -I. 1 j"

I" 2dM ~ f . {2d I 1 } h lh~ ( - L, J mm n , 2d ) } d. ( ) _}.)2 g( ) ( .
;~I [0.,,] 2. , 1;+ I;, f1 . Ii Ii

sm--' sm --'
2 i~l.i¥i 2

We only need to consider one of the integrals, say, the first one. For this
integral we change variables from h to u with

it is readily seen that the Jacobian is equal to 2. Enlarging the domain of
the integral and the integrand as in the proof of the theorem, we obtain the
estimate

f IJ}/(x)1 dflo ~ (' J min {n2d'nJ~}g(u) duo
l -- I. 1 ]J HJ i ~ I 11 I
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However, the last integral is not bounded by the desired bound
el1

d log -(I 11. Actually, the region where

d

TI II· 2 >n 2'/
I :;--

i= I

is bounded by III ... lid ~ n -d which, for d = 2, is a hyperbolic curve. It is
not hard to show that the integral of g( u) over this region is bounded
below by a constant times 11 d; indeed, consider a subset of the region by
restricting 1/2 ~ lit ~ I, then on this subset g( u) ~ g( 1/2, /1 2, ... , 11 - 2 ) ~

log (12 and the area of the subset is bounded below by a constant times
11·· d. Therefore, the last integral is bounded below by a constant times I1

d

and cannot be bounded by e/1'/ log -fl n from above. The problem is that the
region is not centered, or localized, around the origin, while as a radial
function g( u) is centered around the origin. This indicates that the estimate
(4.2.9) is not strong enough, an estimate of a new type is caHed for.
IncidentaHy, the problem seems to be more serious due to the foHowing
fact: the / I partial sums of Fourier series on lfd, which means that the par
tial sums are taken over multi-integers inside the / I baH Ikl ~ 11 - I, do not
have the localization property for d ~ 3 ([ 3, p. 751]), while the function
LI/ (cos e) is exactly the Dirichlet kernel for the 11th /1 partial sum.

The results in this theorem can be stated in terms of the Christoffel
function.

COROLLARY 4.3.2. Let the assumptions he the same as in Theorem 4.3.1.
Then for a/most aery x E [ - I, I] 2

7[2. ~J-' .. (fl+l)2 Jl(x) V I-xj' l-x2~hmmf AI/(djl, x)
2 " .. 'A 2

(
n+ I)

~ li~ .s~p 2 A 1/ (djl, x)

~ 22
7[2 W(x) J1 - xf JI - x~,

moreover,

(4.3.71

(4.3.8 )

The last relation (4.3.8) follows from (4.3.6). This result should be compared
to (1.11 for orthogonal polynomials of one variable; while (1.1) is much
stronger, as mentioned in introduction, its proof relies on Szeg6's theory.

We remark that the proof of this theorem foHows the method in [2,
Theorem 6.7, p. 175] for orthogonal polynomials of one variable, however,
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our results when taking d = I are stronger than those of [2, Theorem 6.7 J.
Actually, the result of [2, Theorem 6.7J could have been stated as the limit
relations like in our Theorem 4.3.1, except that there is a small error in one
formula of [2J, namely, the right hand side of the limit equation on the
middle of [2, p. 180J should have been l/nw( g).

5. SUMMABILITY OF MULTIVARIATE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

In this section we study the summability of the partial sums of multi
variate orthogonal polynomials. ForfEL5!', let £,,(d/1'/)2 be the error of
best L~/l approximation from n~, i.e.,

£,,(d/1'/)2= inf Ilf-Plid,l.2·
PE If,:

We assume that £,,(d/I'/)2--+0 as n--+ c£ and denote by .I~)(lRd)c

.Ii( IR d
) the set of measures that satisfy this assumption. If f.l has compact

support, then I~ E . tt;} ( IR d
). For fE C( Q), Q C IR d

, we denote by II f II I. a the
uniform norm of f on Q, and E" (f) , .!J the error of best uniform
approximation from n;;,

£,,(f),.Q= inf Ilf- P II".Q'
PE ll~

First we consider the convergence of the partial sum operator 5" (d/~,.fl

" E2m (d/1'/) 2
L. j < Cf:, (5.1)

m=(J A 2",+ J (d/1, x)

then 5" (d/1,f) converges at the point x. If (5.1) holds uniform!.v on a set Ll,
then Sn (d/1) converges uniformly on L1.

Proof Since S,,(d/1'/) is the best L5/1 approximation of fE L~/l from
n~_I' and E" (d/1, f) 2 tends to zero as n --+ Cx" we have by (2.4), the
Parseval identity (2.5), and the orthogonality of lP" (d/1) that

E,,(d/1'/); = f [f- 5,,(dp,/)P d/1
" }<"

= td rk ~~+ Ia[(dp,/) IPddp)rdp

c/o'

I ladd/1'/)I~·
k=n+1
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Therefore, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain

C:~ ~ I Ia[ (df.1 J I PI. (dll, x) I) 2 ~ I. :~ ~ I Ia[( df.1J) I; I.:; ~ I IPI. (df.1, x) I;

~ I IPddjl, x)13 I laJ(dll,fH3
J,; =0 /.. =:..- 2/11 + I

Taking the square root and summing over m proves the desired result. I

LEMMA 5.2. Let II E' . It;) ([Rd). If

(5.2 )

holds uniformly on a set ,1, thl'n S,,(df.1,/1 is uniform(r and ahsolutl'ly
Clilwervent on ,1 ror everv r E L 2 such thatt-. ./1 . .1 tip

I Ek (df.1,f)2 kid 21/2 <x.
I. ~ I

Proof Since E,,(dIIJ)2 is nonincreasing, we have

r=-E=2'="(=d=f.1=,.=1=)2== 'I) 1111 + I 1"2 _I- I"" I f'
"" !. - Ek ({II,. ),/ 1'" 1 ,. -

v',1 2"'+I(dp,X) - k~2'" '+1

(5.3 )

.2 )/2

k --= 1m 1 + I

Summing over m, the desired result follows from Lemma 5.1. I

These results together with their proofs are almost straightforward exten
sions of the ones for d = I (cf. [2, p. 139]). For d = I and sUPP II =
[ ~ I, I], condition (5.3) is satisfied, for example, for IE Lip fi, fi> 1/2. But
for d> 1, much more on .r is required. As an example we formulate the
following:

COROLLARY 5.3. Let fl E' ./~,( [R"), sUPP II = [ -I, I ]", and SUPPOSI' that
(5.2) holds unif<lftnly on ,1 c [ - 1, I] ". Suppo.\·1' IE' C l "2 J([ - I, l] d) alld
each of its [di2] th derivatives satisfies
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where j()r odd d, {J> 1/2, and .F)!· even d, fJ> O. Then S" (df..l,f) converges
unifimnly and ahsolutely to f on LJ.

Proot: By [8, p. 90], for f satisfying the above assumptions, there exists
PEn:: such that

which implies

11/- PII x ~ ('/1
(lJ/~J + {II

Using this estimate, our assumption on {J implies that (5.3) holds. I

The fact that for d> I we need to assume conditions on the higher order
derivatives off does not seem to be accidental. It comes from the assump
tion that [n"A,,(d,l1, xl] I is bounded, which seems to be quite natural
from the fact that for d = I the function SII (da., f) is a sum of n terms, but
for d> I the function S" (dp,f) is a sum of O( n") terms. Our consideration
below of the first Cesaro mean of the orthogonal series will further
illustrate this phenomenon. In the following, we write y = ( y, ... , y,,) and
t=(t" ... ,td )·

THEOREM 5.4. Let f..l E .II( IR") he ahsolutely continuous with respect to
the Lehesgue measure, and Q := supp f..l he a compact suhset S [ ~ I, I] d.

We define IV( x) = 0 ji)r x outside Q. Let x = (x, ' ... , Xd) E [ ~ I, I] J he fixed.
Suppose f.1 satisfies

r' W(t) dtl~ Mlxi-y,l,
)'1

for some i, I ~ i ~ d. Then ji)r fE C( Q),

M<rx, (5.4 )

~('II/llx.!J[nA,,(dfl,X)] li~(l+ I )Ii~
n(1- x;) ,

XEQ. (5.5)

Moreover, it'LJ is a suhset ot' Q for which minx E ,1 { I - x;} ?: 6 > 0, where i
is the index in (5.4), then (5.5) holds uni/(mnly on LJ.

Proof For x E Q, let LJ", i = {y E Q: IYI - X I I~ n I}, where i is the index
in (5.4). For kENo we write



where

and
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Sk.l (dp,j; x) = f Kddf/' x, Y)f(Y) df/(Y),
.1/1,1

Sk. 2(dpJ x) = f Kddf/' x, Y)f(Y) df/(Y)·
LJ\.I", ,
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For a set ,1 c !R d
, denote by 1,1 1its d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then,

since 1,1".,1"; 2'//n, we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

ISk. I (df/J xll 2
,,; f [Kk(df/, x, Y))" dldy) f [f(y))" df/(y)

,1". I .J/!, i

";Kkldll, x, xl J [f(y)fdfl(Y)
.1/1.1

";K,,(df/, x, x) f Ef(y)]2dply)
.In . ~

Therefore,

By the Christoffel-Darboux formula (2.3) for the index i in (5.4), we can
write

Sk.2(dll,f;X)=r?':(df/,x)AJ'k la k ,(dll,F)

- r?': _,Idp, x) A i.k _ I ad dfl, F)

where a k (dfl, F) is the Fourier coefficient of F, and

if 'lE,1".!.

Since IE L~I" we have FE L~I' as well. By Parseval's identity, we then have

Il 1 -/ "

I lak(dfl, F)I~:( I lak(dll, F)I~ = I IF(y)1 2 df/(Y)·
k-O k-O ·u
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Since Q is compact. we have by (2.2) that sUPk",uIA k.,12< U:. Therefore.
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. we obtain

" I " I

I ISk.2(dji,x)I:(2sup!A k.,12 L (1IPddji,x)!2Ia k l(dji)12
k=U k"'U k-U

(

" I ) 12 (" I), /2
:(2suplAu l2 I IlJl'k(d,u.x)l~ I laddji,F)I~

k ~ II k = (I . k = 0

:( 2 sup IA u 12 [/I,,(d/l, x)]
/.. ~()

"2(1' IF( yW d,u(y),)1i2
'!2

(5.7)

Since dji = ~Vdx, and f is continuous on Q. we have

For yElR d we write y'=(y, .... ,y, ".1'" I,Yd)EIR" I. Let X!2 be the
characteristic function of Q. Then the last integral is less than or equal to

Let y(t)=(YI""'Y' l,t.Y'+I""'Yd)' By integration by parts, the first
integral between brackets is equal to

. 1,2 r"XsAY(t)1 H/(Ylt))dtl" 11'/11+ 21",
(.\,-.\ ,) ""',=' I .,

1 ,",
x . _ ' J J Xa( y(t)) W( y(t) ) dt dy,

(.\, .\ ,) ",

11 ....1/)

1 ,,-Xi . . . . '. \1 1 \/1/')

:( . 2 J X!2( y(t )) W( y( t) ) dt + 2 ,I --~
(1+.\,) I • I (x,-.1',I'

x r"Xa(y(t)) W(y(t))dtdv,.
0.1 YI
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Therefore, by Fubini's theorem and the condition (5.4) we obtain
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I.IJ" J"" 1 a( y(t)) If'( y( t)) dt dy'
I _ I

~M_I- r lady' +2M rx
'- Iii")

I + X; • l I. I ]J - I • -- I

. dr·
x j lQ(y) dy' __.. ,.. I_~

[-1.1]" I (x;-y;)-

M2"-1
~--+2Mn IQI.

I +X;

Similarly, we have

.' rl l(y). AI
J J-I.., 'I"~' 12 W(y)dy;dY'~-~I_. +2MnIQI·

[ - L I] X, + (! m I .\ I ) I .\;

Therefore, we have proved that

J" 'lM M JIF(y)j-d,u(y)~ IllL.!} -1-. +-1-' +4Aln1QI .
!1 .\; +.\;

Hence, putting all estimates together, we obtain from (5.7) that

1,,-1

- I ISu(d,l, xli ~41.fi1 f sup IA k .,12 [A,,(d,u, x)] -1.i2
n k _ D k~D

(
I'll M )1/2

X ~+-I--' +4MnIQI n-I
I .\, + .\; .

(
1)12

~c[ni111(d,u,xl] 12 1+ 1

n( I - X~)

The desired result follows from the inequality and (5.6). I
We remark that by using the Christoffel-Darboux formula and the three

term relation repeatedly, we can show that

" I
(XI - )'Il··· (x,,- )'d) KII(x, y) = I 1fl',;+u(X) cu. ,1fl'1I+'(y)

l/. C = --d
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where some Cli. r." may be zero and others are products of matrices A k . i

and Bk . i' n - d:::; k :::; n + d - 1. For p that has compact support, ICli• r. ,,12
are uniformly bounded. This formula could be used instead of the
Christoffel-Darboux formula in the proof of the above theorem. Using
LI,,={y: ly-xI 2<n I} instead of LI"." we can show that the term
niL Sk. ddp,f; x) is bounded by c[ndA(dp, x)] I. However, the estimate
of the second term involving Sk.2 becomes worse than what we have above,

For d= I, a more delicate analysis is used in [2] to establish the strong
(C, I) summability of orthogonal polynomials of one variable, which holds
forfEL~~ at those x for which [n),)dti, x)] I:::;C, It may be possible to
extend this result to multivariate orthogonal polynomials satisfying
stronger conditions, for example, functions having certain higher order
derivatives and the highest derivative belongs to L~i" However, it seems to
be necessary to require the stronger conditions on f through higher order
divided differences, which indicates that it may be necessary to consider
certain linear combinations of the (C, I) sums instead of (C, I) sums them
selves. As an alternative and an application of Theorem 5.4, we consider
the de la ValIee-Poussin sum

211 1

V,,(dp,f)=n I I Sk(d/l,f),
k =n

which is easier to handle since it preserves polynomials in Jl~ _ I .

THEOREM 5.5, Let p E .II( [Rd) be absolutely continuous with respect to
the Lehesgue measure, and Q:=SUPPII he a compact subset s[-I, 1],1.
Let x=(xl, ...,Xd)E[-I, Iy bef/xed and let (5.4) and (5.2) hold at x.

Then in the interior oj' Q

I 2" - I
'\' IS I f' f' I . 1,1- 11/2£ (f')- L. k((!l" x)- (x) :::;(11 II-Ix'

n k =11

(5.8 )

In particular, if .FJr all odd d, fE Cid- 1112(Q), and for all even d, fE
C d - 21/2(Q) and each of its [(d - 2)/2] partial derivatives .mtisfv

Ikl=d-2
2

for some f3 > 1/2, then in the interior of Q

I 2",·1

lim - I ISk(dp,.f; x) - f(x)1 = O.
11 ----+ ':f.-' n k = n

(5.9)
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Moreover, (f'd is a suhset of' Q /or whieh minx Ef { I - xn ~ J > 0, ullere i
is the index in (5.4), and (5.2) holds ullif'onllly Oil d, thell hoth (5.8) alld (5.9)
hold uniformly Oil d.

Proof By Theorem 5.4 and condition (5.2) we have

I 2" I I 2" 1 I ,,- 1

- L ISddpJ, xli =2- L ISI.(dp,'/: x)I-- L ISI.(dpJ, x)1
1I1.~" 2111.~() 1I1.~()

~ e[ 211,1 2"( dll, x}] 12 II/II ,. fl ~ ell id
- 112 II/II,. fl'

Let P" E JJ;~ _I such that E" dn c [J = ii/- PIt !Ix .[J' Since SlIt dpJ)
preserves polynomials in JJ;~ _I' we obtain by using the previous inequality
with / replaced by /- PIt that

}21/ I 1211-1

- L ISI.(dll,j; xl -/(x)1 ~- L ISI.(dp,f- PIt' x)1 + 1/- P"I
11"=11 11/';=11

~Cl1ld-I)/2E"_I(f)z,

If d is odd and / E Cld 11/2, then by [8, p. 90] it is easy to see that

E,,(/), ~en-Id 1)/2 L W(Dkf;~).
Ikl~ld-Ili2 n "

where w( j: h) x is the modulus of continuity off

w(f,h), = max max 1/(x)-f(y)l.
l~i:(d !Xi-Yi].:'(h

Since w( Dkf; 11 - I), ~ 0 for II.I = (d - I )/2 as 11-> CD, we have (5.8) for odd
d. Similarly, for even d we have

Since our assumptions imply that for even d,

d-2
11.1=-2-' fJ> 1/2,

we have (5.9) for even d as well. I

Using the estimate of the Christoffel function in Section 3, several conse
quences of Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 5.5 can be formulated for measures
satisfying condition (5.2). Interesting examples include the classical
measures mentioned in Section 3 and measures that have support on
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[-I, IJ" and satisfy condition (4.3.1). We shall not formulate these
corollaries formally. We note that for d = 1, the above theorem is the
classical one (cf. [2, p. 157 J)

For d = 2, this theorem implies that (5.9) holds for all f E C( Q) satisfying
the Lipschitz condition

fJ> 1/2.

The convergence in this theorem is the so-called strong convergence,
since it is clearly stronger than the usual convergence IVII(df../,j, x) - f(x)1 -+ O.
It is possible that the conditions for the usual convergence will be
considerably weaker. We end this paper with the following remark. Because
of Corollary 5.3, Theorem 5.5, and the theory for d = 1, it seems to be
reasonable to conjecture that for f E L~!, the (C, fJ) mean of orthogonal
polynomials in d variables will be strongly convergent under the
assumption on f../ similar to Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 5.5 for fJ large
enough. The value of /1 should depend on the dimension d. For example,
for d = 2, fJ> 3/2 seems likely. Similar phenomena appear in the con
vergence of the spherical means of multivariate Fourier series (cr. [12 J).
However, for the higher order Cesaro means the method used in this paper
does not seem to be strong enough. This method depends on the condition
(5.2), which is the (C, 1) boundedness of orthogonal polynomials.
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